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Year of Childhood 2021
The Year of Childhood is a year-long
celebration of childhood running
throughout 2021 and hosted by
Children’s Parliament.
During the year they are exploring
childhood through the lens of
children’s human rights, creating
opportunities to share rights-based practice in an
atmosphere of optimism and confidence.
What does it involve?
It will consist of a portfolio of events, discussions, webinars and
roundtables and we will make sure to share the learning and
inspiring stories. The overall aim is to help make children’s human
rights a reality in Scotland.

Who is it for?
Whilst children will of course be central to the Year of Childhood –
sharing experiences and advising Children’s Parliament on the
programme – it is for all grown-ups to be listening, sharing ideas
and experiences, raising awareness and promoting good practice
whether that be in the home or in the community or at work.
The aim of the programme is to support the implementation of
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC),
which was unanimously passed by the Scottish Parliament in
March. It is also Children’s Parliament’s 25th birthday year.

SCSN team up with
Fearless.org in new
Campaign on Anti-Social
Behaviour
Fearless.org – the youth service of
independent charity Crimestoppers – and
the Scottish Community Safety Network
(SCSN) are this week working in
partnership to encourage young people to
learn more about anti-social behaviour
and how best to make their communities
safer.
Based on the findings of the SCSN ‘Picture
of Anti-Social Behaviour in Scotland’ report
released last year, the organisations are
keen to dispel myths and challenge
stereotypes that young people are often
responsible.....
Read more on page 6
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SCSN Updates
SCSN welcomes Sandra Black as
Business Support Officer

Upcoming SCSN Events

We're pleased to welcome Sandra
Black to the SCSN team as our new
Business Support Officer! You can
find out more about Sandra and the
rest of the team on our website
'Meet the Team' page.

Community Safety Research
28 April and 6 May

Add a little
bit of body
text
These events
will provide
the opportunity
to learn
about the recent MainStreet research project
commissioned by SCSN and to share thoughts on
its findings and on future developments. The
project has focused on:

Dangerous Dogs Consultation Response
We recently submitted a response to the Scottish
Government's Dangerous Dogs Consulation. Read it here.

Partnership working
What makes a safe community
Championing evidence
Experiences of community safety

SCSN Social Media Updates
Please note that we've recently changed our
Twitter handle from @SCSN2 to @TheSCSN.

Book your place for the 28 April event here.

We've also launched a new Instagram account.
Follow us at SCSN.2 on Instagram.

Book your place for the 6 May event here.

Question

Last Month's Results

of the Month
Our Question of the Month for April-May is drawn from
our newsletter theme on the Year of Childhood 2021
and relates to the Scottish Youth Parliament Manifesto.
We're asking:
'Young offenders under the age of 18 should not be
imprisoned, but given rehabilitative alternatives.'

Our Question of the Month for March came
from Dr Shane Horgan and was based around
our Cyber Resilience/Crime themed
newsletter. You can watch our interview with
Shane here.
We asked: 'If you suspected you were a victim
of cyber crime, who would you ask for help?'
21.5% said 'The bank'
0% said 'Social Media Provider
21.5% said 'A friend who knows about this
stuff
57% said 'The Police'

Agree
Disagree
Not sure
You can take part in our poll here.

Total votes (14)
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SCSN Conversations
with...Jessica Smith,
Programme Manager,
Childrens Parliament
For this month's SCSN
Conversations with...interview, we
sat down to chat to Jessica Smith,
Programme Manager at the
Children's Parliament about the
Year of Childhood 2021.
We discussed the implementation of the UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child into Scots law, how we can support
children to have the best start in life and more.
You can view the interview here.

We’ve all been affected by the news of Sarah
Everard and her shocking murder. While
Sarah is certainly not the first women, nor will
she sadly be the last, whose life was taken
from her under horrendous circumstances,
her death has symbolised a tipping point.
Women in the UK (and the worldwide alike)
have had enough.
Read the full blog post on our website.

Webinar Learning Reports
#SCSNLearning

Upcoming Community
Safety Sector Events

Please see below for SCSN write ups and key messages
taken from webinars attended between March and April
2021. If you are interested or would like to find out more
about a particular topic, just click on the hyperlink in the
brief descriptions below. This will provide you with more
resources around the topic and a more comprehensive
write up of the webinar.
The Cyber-Scotland Conference explored the importance
of cyber security and how people from different groups,
places, and times think about cybercrime and
cybersecurity in different ways, having implications for
government and police awareness raising campaigns.
‘The Knot’ webinar by Revolving Doors launched a new
collection of eight essays that explore how poverty,
trauma and structural disadvantage create and
perpetuate multiple disadvantage.
In the Conversation 16: The Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 in
20th Century Scotland webinar, issues around the Act
were explored such as, although it is well drafted and well
understood, it is not fit for purpose if we are taking a
public health approach.
The Social Justice in a Brave New World webinar by
Community Justice Scotland brought together two experts
in social health and justice to discuss what’s next for us as
a society after the Covid 19 pandemic.
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Launch of 'Step Safely': strategies for
the prevention & management of falls
On 27 April the World Health Organisation
(WHO) launches 'Step Safely', a range of
strategies for falls prevention and
management.
Find out more and sign up here.
SHAAP Alcohol Occasionals: Drinking
Transitions during lockdown
On 28 April Dr Emily Nicholls (University of
Portsmouth) will deliver a presentation
entitled: “Understanding drinking transitions
during lockdown: social inequalities, alcohol
and the COVID-19 pandemic”, followed by a
Q+A and wider discussion.
Find out more and sign up here.
Preventing Forced Marriages:
Improving Identification and Outcomes
for Victims - 10 June 2021
Find out more and register here.

Scottish Youth Parliament Manifesto
2021-26
With the upcoming Scottish Elections, and our newsletter focus on the Year of
Childhood, it is a good time to revisit the comprehensive From Scotland’s Young
People: Scottish Youth Parliament Manifesto 2021-26 that was published late last
year.
The issues inside the manifesto come directly from the concerns raised by 12-25 year olds across the
country. By sharing their views, young people are helping to inform Scotland’s political parties on what
changes Scotland’s youth would like to see in the next Scottish Parliamentary term. The manifesto
presents detailed insights about the issues that matter most to young people, especially those who are
hard to reach and whose lives may have been affected disproportionately by the pandemic, to amplify
those voices and ensure they are heard by those in power.
Manifesto pleas in the report that are of particular interest and relevance to community safety local and
national partners are:
Children and young people’s rights should be at the
forefront of decisions made during the COVID-19
crisis and recovery process.
Public bodies should work with young people to
ensure that information is made available in a youthfriendly and accessible manner. They should also
ensure that young people's views are taken into
account when making decisions that affect them.
Local youth work should be invested in by national
and local government and protected by law from
budget cuts.
There should be a dedicated fund for initiatives to
educate, prevent and address LGBT bullying and
discrimination in schools.
Children and young people from seldom heard
groups (such as immigrants and refugees, gypsy
traveller communities, single parents, disabled
people, Armed Forces, care experienced and justice
experienced) must be listened to by policy makers on
issues that affect them.
Hate crime law should be improved to ensure all
groups at risk are equally and consistently protected.

There should be mandatory training for those
working in education and health care settings
on how to identify mental health problems
and provide support for all young people,
especially those most at risk.
Drug misuse should be treated as a public
health issue and should be tackled by: 1 Decriminalising the possession of illegal
drugs, such as through the provision of safe
injection rooms 2 - Investing more in support
services for those affected by drug misuse
In order to protect young offenders and
young people who have a family member in
prison, newspapers and other media outlets
should be prevented from publishing the
address of a person who has been sentenced
in Court.
Young offenders up to the age of 18-yearsold should not be imprisoned, and
rehabilitative alternatives to detention should
be put into practice.
Anyone experiencing homelessness should
receive support and shelter, and therefore,
the ‘Housing First’ policy should be
introduced across Scotland.
Cont'd on page 5
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Cont'd from page 4

The United Nations Convention on the Protection of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) should
be fully brought into Scots law to protect the rights of disabled children and young people,
ensure access to independent living, support those with invisible disabilities and reduce
stigma.
Anyone experiencing homelessness should receive support and shelter, and therefore, the
‘Housing First’ policy should be introduced across Scotland.
The right to food should be upheld in Scotland by creating a fair, healthy and sustainable
food system that is accessible to everyone.
Funding for sports and leisure facilities and programmes should be protected from budget
cuts and supported through a dedicated COVID-19 recovery fund to ensure all young
people can continue to participate in activities, regardless of where they live or their
household's income.
The Scottish Government should encourage and provide funding to local councils to work
with young people with disabilities to design and maintain more accessible parks.
Transport Scotland and the Scottish Government should provide funding to support
initiatives which make it easier, cheaper, and safer for young people to use active and
sustainable travel options.

Continued from front page, Year of Childhood
The Children's Parliament has developed a
#YearofChildhood resource folder for public use.
Please download this folder for the Year of
Childhood logo, email footer, social media assets,
community info sheets, and other helpful assets to
get you started in your support for Year of
Childhood.
Download the resources here.

Sign up as an 'Unfeartie
Unfearties are a self-appointed
band of individuals who are
courageous in discussing children’s
issues, are making a difference in
children’s lives, and who are willing
to speak up for, and stand
alongside, children.
SCSN are proud to have signed up!
If you'd like to join us, click here.

Fearless and Barnardos Child Criminal Exploitation
Campaign
Hot off the heals of working with SCSN on a joint campaign on anti-social
behaviour, Fearless Scotland has teamed up with Barnardos Scotland to
launch a campaign on child criminal exploitation. The campaign features a
series of videos telling the stories of young people who have been criminally
exploited.
Child criminal exploitation (CCE) happens when a young person is
encouraged or forced to take part in criminal activity. It might be in exchange
for money, street cred/acceptance within a gang or for drugs and alcohol.
The child or young person can be pressured into doing things like stealing or
carrying drugs or they can be sexually exploited.
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Our Chief Officer Lorraine
Gillies signing SCSN up as
'Unfearties'

Continued from front page side box
The key findings from the report show:
Levels of ASB have decreased over the past 10
years and the public have noticed this decline
in their areas. 29% of adults in 2017/18
thought ASB was common in their area, which
is down from 46% in 2009/10.
Nevertheless, those living in the most deprived
areas, in socially rented housing and in large
urban areas, as well as younger people, are
more likely to perceive ASB issues in their
area.
While it is an improving picture, there is a
strong link between ASB and area deprivation,
possibly arriving as a result of intensivelyneighboured housing and a lack of community
facilities and social services.
Perceptions of ASB and who engages in it are
also often inaccurate and influenced by
stereotypes.
Young people are LESS likely to commit ASB
than adults.
Court action for ASB has decreased over the
last 10 years, reflecting a shift from treating
ASB as an issue of law and order that requires
sanctions to one of addressing perpetrator
vulnerability to prevent ASB.
The community safety duo are running a Scotlandwide social media campaign on
Snapchat,Instagram, Facebook and Twitter to
reach out to young people to give them more
information and explain where to go to for advice
or support. View the campaign website page here.
Lyndsay McDade, National Youth Projects
Coordinator for the charity Crimestoppers, said:
“As soon as I read the findings from SCSN’s
national report, I was keen to create a campaign
to reassure and educate young people across
Scotland about anti-social behaviour.
Often young people can be seen as a problem –
particularly around ASB issues – but I think it’s
hugely important to challenge that misconception
and really value the positive contribution our
young people make to our communities,

particularly as we begin to see some light after such
difficult period.
Unfortunately, anti-social behaviour does still
happen and it’s important for people to recognise
the impact and know what to do. You can speak to
your Local Council in the first instance or, if
someone is in danger, ALWAYS contact Police on
999.
Alternatively, if you know or suspect who is
responsible for serious forms of ASB such as
deliberate fire raising or violence you can speak up
by visiting our charity’s website Fearless.org and
complete a simple and secure form. We guarantee
you’ll stay 100% anonymous.
We can’t trace IP addresses or any contact details
that could identify you. Nobody will ever know the
information came from you.”
Lorraine Gilles, Chief Officer at Scottish Community
Safety Network, said: “We are delighted to be
working in collaboration with Fearless.org on this
project, which raises awareness of anti-social
behaviour, young people’s relationship with it and
the true picture of this issue in Scotland today. After
we launched our ‘The Picture of Anti-Social
Behaviour in Scotland’ research last year, one of our
key outcomes was to challenge some of the
stereotypes around anti-social behaviour and shine
a light on some very common misconceptions.
At the end of the day, we will all be safer if we
understand anti-social behaviour better and deliver
services appropriately. This project continues our
ongoing dialogue around how we approach this
issue from an asset-based, ‘pro-social’ and traumainformed lens that works with and considers all
members of a community.
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Pre-trial Detention of Children in Young
Offender’s Institutions and Prisons
Claire Lightowler and Fiona Dyer (Children and Young
People’s Centre for Justice - CYCJ)
The incorporation of the UNCRC into Scots Law represents an important moment to reflect on our
children in the justice system, and think about how compliant our policies and practices are with it.
Article 37 of the UNCRC specifies that children should only be detained of their liberty as a last resort,
and if so for the shortest period possible. Article 40 sets out that children should be presumed to be
innocent until proven guilty according to the law, that those who are accused or guilty of breaking the
law should be treated in a way which promotes their reintegration into society.
It is, therefore, of great concern that children aged 16 and 17 year olds in Scotland continue to be
detained of their liberty in Young Offenders Institutions (YOIs), and occasionally in prisons. It has been
acknowledged that these settings are not appropriate for children; in both the Independent Care
Review in ‘The Promise’ and in the Expert Review of Mental Health Services at HMP YOI Polmont, both
of which the Scottish Government has agreed to implement. Whilst we have seen significant reductions
in the number of children held in prison or YOIs over the past five years or so, the proportion of
children held there on remand has escalated (for further information see journal article about these
trends). Children on remand are either untried or have been tried but not yet convicted, either way
they either have not been found guilty of a crime or have not been sentenced to time in custody.
Throughout February 2021 84% of children in prison/YOI were on remand, with the proportion on
remand escalating recently due to court delays associated with the pandemic (for up to date data see
CYCJ website).
Children on remand haven’t had a trial so no offence specific work can be done with them during this
time, which would imply guilt. There are also restrictions on those who have been found guilty and
sentenced mixing with children presumed innocent, this means in practice that children on remand
have less opportunities to access activities available in prison/YOI. Time on remand is therefore often
referred to as wasted time, with children spending over 22 hours in their cells, often experiencing
significant anxiety about what is going to happen to them and when their court case might be. The risks
of self-harm, suicide, bullying and mental distress in YOIs and prisons, especially for those so young, is
well known and well documented, so there can be no doubt that we should do all we can to avoid this
situation where we possibly can.
Pre-trial detention has been highlighted as a global concern for children, with estimates that about 75%
of children deprived of their liberty for the administration of justice are in pre-trial detention (Global
Study on Children Deprived of Liberty). It is a serious concern that the proportion of children on
remand in Scotland is significantly higher than this global average (which is presented as a concern not
as a benchmark!). Similarly, the proportion of children on remand in Scotland is significantly higher
than the adult population, around 26% of adults (over 18 year olds) in prison/YOIs are there on
remand, considerably less than the 84% of children (see Scottish Prison Service daily population data).
Similarly, data from England and Wales suggests that around 28% of their children in prison custody
were there on remand.
Read this blog in full on our website here.
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Round Up of other Community Safety News/Research
Social Justice Fellows put research to work
The inaugural Scottish Justice Fellowship winners have now published their briefing papers as part of an
innovative project which sees academic research inform policy making and practice.
Five PhD students based at the Scottish Centre for Crime and Justice Research (SCCJR) were awarded
funding by the Scottish Government to turn their theses into concise and engaging research summaries.
Each Fellow was given mentoring support to produce the following papers.
Dr Emma Forbes, How Domestic Abuse Victims Experience the Criminal Justice Process in Scotland.
Dr Kirsty Deacon, Imprisoned Families: Young People’s Experiences of Simultaneous Family
Imprisonment
Dr Annie Crowley, Practitioner Perspectives on Working with Young Women in the Criminal Justice
Sphere: The Importance of Relationships
Dr Shane Horgan, The Reality of ‘Cyber Awareness’: Findings and Policy Implications for Scotland
Dr Fern Gillon, Grappling with the Complexity of Early and Effective Intervention (EEI): Benevolent
Intentions, Negative Consequences in Youth Justice Implications
Read more on our website here.

Local Place Plan Regulations
Consultation

Case Study: Working with
the Improvement Service to
Measure Inequality
In 2018, Dr Meng Le Zhang and Professor Gwilym
Pryce from the Understanding Inequalities project
worked with the Improvement Service to develop a
tool to analyse inequalities across all Local Authority
areas in Scotland.
Meng Le and Gwilym developed a series of measures
that calculates an inequality score at local authority
level for a particular dimension, for example, air
pollution, exposure to crime or housing quality,
which can be then followed over time.

The Scottish Government has begun a
consultation on implementing Local Place Plans, a
new type of community-led plan in Scotland.
The consultation, which is open until 25th June, is
seeking views around the preparation, content,
submission and registration of Local Place Plans.
This will be used to develop secondary legislation
and guidance around what the plans look like and
how they will work.

Community Councils Covid-19
Responses

The Improvement Service used this index as a key
component of their Community Planning Outcomes
Profile (CPOP) toolkit which aims to help Community
Planning Partnerships (CPP) understand the issues in
their area, in order to identify where they might
prioritise intervention measures to improve the
outcomes for people living in those areas.

The Covid-19 pandemic has affected
how community councils are operating
but they are still carrying out great work helping
their communities at this difficult time. We are
hearing some great responses from CCs across
the country and this section of the website aims
to highlight lots of positive examples of the work
CCs are doing to support the Covid-19 response.

Read more here.

Find out more here.
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Neighbourhood
Watch Updates
Neighbourhood Watch welcomes new board members
Neighbourhood Watch Scotland are delighted to
announce the appointment of five new Board
members over the last 6 month period. Our new
members are:

Nip over to the Neighbourhood Watch
Scotland website to read a little about
all our Board members here.

Farewell to Bill Gray

Jack Birrell
Kathryn Shanks
Easton Millar
Ron McKail
Derek Hart
Each member brings a wealth of knowledge and
experience to the Board table and will play a vital
role in the development of Neighbourhood Watch
Scotland. Each new member has a different
background and we look forward to using their
skills to our advantage.
Already progress is being seen in
Communications, website development and a view
to what Coordinators and members in Watches
really want from the organisation. It has never
been a more exciting time to join the membership
base.

Bill Gray, Trustee of the NWS Board,
sadly stepped down recently. NWS
were deeply sorry to lose Bill from the
Board and as Coordinator of Denny
and District Community Council
Neighbourhood Watch.
Bill had been involved in
Neighbourhood Watch since 2013 and
had dedicated so much time and
enthusiasm to drive his area, and NWS,
forward. We hope as lockdown
restrictions ease the NWS Team can
meet with Bill for a bite to eat and a
catch up to pay gratitude for all his
hard work.

Neighbourhood Watch ALERTs Sign Up
Register for Neighbourhood Watch Scotland ALERTS and receive local alerts
on a wide range of topics aimed at keeping you safe.
Sign up here.
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Latest Home
Safety Updates
Home Safety Scotland still seeking
new members!
Home Safety Scotland is an open, inclusive, diverse, trusting and
safe space for those working or with an interest in home safety
in Scotland.
Meetings are in the style of a virtual forum for people to share
best practice, exchange knowledge, learn and work
collaboratively to advance practise and raise awareness. We’re
looking for new members to join our group! If you work in or are
interested in home safety and would like to join our forum please contact josh.box@scsn.org.uk.
Follow Home Safety Scotland on Twitter: @HomeSafetyScot

New Home Safety
Scotland Logo!
Following the last meeting of the
Home Safety Scotland forum, we're
delighted to present our new logo!
We feel that this new logo far better
represents the diversity of people
and issues that we work with. We
hope you like our new look as
much as we do!

Home Safety Scotland
meeting updates
The next meeting of the Home Safety Scotland
forum will take place on 23rd June at 1pm.
The theme of the next meeting will be gardening
and garden activities, and will be led by Louise
Richardson from Absafe. We welcome new
forum members or participants, as well as
anyone who would like to present on this topic
to join our meeting.
Minutes from the last Home Safety Scotland
meeting are available here.
Contact josh.box@scsn.org.uk if you'd like to
present or to attend.

The Gas Safe Charity is offering a free, on-line Zoom
workshop aimed at front line staff and volunteers who
visit or work in the homes of vulnerable people. It is
also relevant to those who provide telephone support.
The workshop lasts about an hour and explains the
sources, signs and symptoms of high and low level
carbon monoxide risks in the home and includes
relevant scenarios to explain what steps to take if
carbon monoxide poisoning is suspected. It also
provides an update on the legislation around CO
alarms, including planned changes in Scotland that
are expected to become law in early 2022.
Sign up for an upcoming workshop here.

Follow Home Safety
Scotland on social media at:

@HomeSafety Scot
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facebook.com/home
safetyscotland

In other news....

Book your place at the LGBTQI Substance Use event via our website here.

Report on Drug Related Deaths

WHO Violence Prevention Survey

The Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh (“the College”)
has launched a new report on drug-related deaths in
Scotland, based on the views of leading experts.

The WHO Violence Prevention team would
like to invite you to take a short survey
about our WHO online violence prevention
The report recognises that Scotland’s drug deaths crisis is
information system (Violence Info).
complex, but says much more can be done to tackle the
It should take no longer than five minutes
problem, including action on harm reduction and on the
of your time. All responses are confidential.
social determinants of drug use. The College believes that
bold policies, such as decriminalisation of the possession of Feel free to share the link within your
networks. The closing date for the survey is
drugs, safe drug consumption facilities, and rolling out a
heroin assisted treatment programme in all major centres in 30 April 2021.
Scotland should be considered to help reduce drug-related
harms.
Take part here.

Share your news!

Follow Us on Social Media
@SCSN2

SCSN.2

facebook/ScottishCommunitySafetyNetwork
linkedin.com/company/scottish-communitysafety-network
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If you would like to submit an
article, request information or
share good practice in our
newsletter, please get in touch!
Email: info@scsn.org.uk

